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KINEMATIC EVALUATION OF
TBE SPECIAL PURPOSE INDIVIDTJAL WEAPON PRO(JIYPES (U)

(UNCLASSIFIED) ABSTRACT

The mechanics of three prototype weapons are conipared and the conformance

of the weapons to the Special Purpose Individual Weapon concept discussed.; Testing

procedures and results are included.
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(UNCLABsIFIED) 11MTRIUCTION

In December 19i2, the Army Weapons Ccamand rent proposls from ten manufac-

turing companies to the Ballist'- Research Laboratories (BRL) to be evaluated for

the Special Purpose Individual Weapon System (SPIN). Personnel of the Interior

Ballistic Laboratory (IBL) evaluated the kinematics of the various proposed sys-

tems and recomnended that prototype weapons be manufactured by Aircraft Armaments,

Incorporated, and by Winchester Arms Division of Olin Industries. It was also

recommended th t further research be carried out on a proposed tnree-barreled,

open chamber weapon firing three cartridges simultaneously of the Wl44 or XM110

types. Later, an eleventh proposal was also receivcd f,om Springfield Armory.

AR a result of the 'Vvaluations by several different groups, tae Selection Corn-

mittee chosp t-'_= fý owing companies: Aircraft Armaments, Incorporateu (AAI),

Harrington and Ricnar on (H&R), Springfield Armory (SPR), and Winchester (WIN),

to each produce ten pro e weapons as presented in their proposals.

Early in March 1964, Pree prototype weapons from each ef 6W four contrac-

tors were delivered to BRL for kinematic analysis and evaluation. An extensive

series of tests 9 n conducted - to furnish tV data for

selecting the prototype which would be most advantageous to develop for the SPIW

system. I

Inival tests of the three barreled Harrington and Richardson weapon showed

that the satem was hopeless: first, because of its exceilve weight; second,

because the chanism could not be made to function; and third, because the thren-

projectile round produced extreme variations in velocity and excessive dispersion

in the target patterns. As a result, the Harrington and Richardson system was

withdrawn from the program and given no further consideration.
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The Cal. 7. 6 2mm automatic rifle Ml14 and Cal. 0.223 automatic rifle M16

were designated as ccntrol weapons and fired in the pi:ogram to provide a compar-

ison to the comletitive systems. The kinematic analysis of each weapon system

is incl-uded In the following ordf;,:

Cal. 7. 6 2mm Automatic Rifle M14

Cal. 0.223 Automatic Rifle, M16

Aircrafts Armaments, Incorporated

Sprin•-field Armory

Winchester Arms Division, Olin Industries.

The control weapons are described in the discussiun of the methods and

techniques used in testing the protnt+rpe weapons, The analyses of th? prototypes

f±oln'w under seie rst. nieadings.

Considering that the 4-rn purpose -,f this report is to furnish guidance for

selecting the best overall SPIW system, the report is arranged into three main

sections. Section I includes comparative tables of average values such as

weights, impulses, moments of inertia, cyclic rates, and overturning moment arms,

Also included are comparative tables of malfunctions, problem areas, and a

general assessment of the competitive SPIW systems. This should furnish a quick

and ready reference for members of the Evaluation Committee. Section II includes

a discussion of the testing meth'ds and procedures, weapon operation, and analysis

of the data. Section III presents information which documt rts those values &ivel,

in the tables of Section I. Section IV contains a de tailed series of tables show-

ing the variations in the parameters of those weapons evaluated by IBL.
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F , P ~"'-~ arc tables giiving dana for the prototype and control weapons as

de-termined at IBL.
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PROBL.4 AREAS

AAi------ (1) AmmitunLion must be lubricated and the chamber must be cleaned

frequently to prevent case separations.

(2) Lubrication of armunition produces excessive sludging of the

mechanism and magazine.

(3) Either the friction should be reduced or the spring force

increased in the magazine to position the round in a shorter

time and prevent bolt overrides.

(4) The three~rolnd spiector may fail to functlon when exposed to

dust, sand, and dirt because of its ccnplexity and aludging.

(M) ul-cTor *. .teds to be reinforced to prevent breakage.

(6) Qua][l'y control on ammuniLion is poor and causes widespread

variation in implLse and functioning of weapon.

SPR ------ (1) Box magazine reqLUrss further development to obtain positive

feeding.

(2) Extractor lip needs to be reinforced to prevent breakage.

(3) Backplate buffer system needs to be revised to eliminate cracking

of operating rod-bolt carrier assembly and loes of the charging

lAndle.

(4) A e=jor redesign will be necessary if a low rate mechanism is

required.

(5) Naturm frequency of barrel and cyclic rate of the gun have a

phase relationship which can Increase the amplitude of the

barrel vibration to the detriment of accuracy. This will moot

likely be maximum with prone-bipod firing.

(6) 2lastic tr!--q i-hould be reinforced to prevent brt,. tge.

I4
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WIN ------ (1) Floating barrel does not give a significant decrease in the

extreme spread of a three-round burst as compared to that of the

locked b•erel. If the floating barrel P•fect were maximized

through reC-ign, the 5J level would not be obtained, except

through use of ccmpensation.

(2) The floating barrel concept produces most of the malfunctions

encountered with the system.

(3) Mhe recoil impulse of this weapon is Lhe highest and the ruzo-le

velocity is the lowest (WSL data).

(k) Normally, the weapon is underpowcrcd.

(5) Firing r' lac"- suffi-ient energy to fire the first round con-

sistently. Sometimes even succeeding rounds fail to fire
beca-. :-f thp relative motion of the barrel, receiver, and the

(6) Magazine has excessive friction and lacks positive support for

positioning the rounds in the feed throat.

(7) Fixed ejector adds excessive friction to the bolt and influences

the rate uf fire.

(8) Three-round hurst control mechanism is weak and poorly designed.

(9) Weapon will fire upon charging mnlrss .>,i three round burst

counter wheel is indexed.

(10) Muzzle attachment fails to hold the stripper securely.

(11) Extractor lip requires reinforcing to prcvent breakage and the

extractor spring requires redesign.

(10) The caming forets and torques during unlocking of the bolt are

excessive.

15
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Desirable Features

In reviewing the fea-tures of the three weapons, it appears that the beMtu

features might be combined advantageously into a single weapon. None of the Uliee

prototype vreapons are capable of .,,corporating these features without extensive

redesign. The desired features are as follows:

Stock, Butt Plate and Sights. Whatever the material used, the weapon should
have a conventional drop stock with low sights for easy and accurate aiming. The

line of tij.-st or tht center line of the bore extended shou4.d be as near to the
center of the butt plate as possible ",o avoid an overturning couple which tends to

raise the muzzle. This is best accomplished by having the barrel and receiver

placed as low as practical in the stock with much of the mechanism placed above
the barrel. The n rf ' ,e Winchester weapon more nearly meets this require-

mcnt. The Aircraft Pmasments wcapon contains a drop stock and low sights but the
line of thrust is above the heel of the butt plate, neceu~ LaLg s largo compen-
sating ,orce to limit muzzle rise. The Springfield version contains a straight

stock with the line of thrust slightly below the heel of the butt plate, but the

sights are high and aiming is avkwrd unless the butt plate rests high on the
shoulder, on the extreme edge of the shoulder or on the muscles of the am .

Three-Round Control and Moe of Fire Selector System. The selector and burst

control should be simple, positive and rugged. It is desirable that it provide a

low rate of fire for full automatic firing and autcmatic re-indexing for three.
round burst control. The Springfield system most nearly meets these requirements.

It has a cam method of operation of a combined three-round, full autcstic and

semi-automatic control unit which is durable but do-s not contain autcuatic

re-indexing w I low rate features. The Winchester control unit is inadequate.

1-he Aircraft Armants system performs all functions but is complieatsd and has

relatively short endurance ampabilitLeb.

Selector Switch. The selector switch provided by Airer, ft Arow-,ints is

advocated since it is eaai1v set, accessible, and has good locklr abilities. The
Sp•-ingifeld tst:xtor zu"Itch ie the mnst d tieult to operate and moat Inace•sible

of the three switches.

16
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Magazine. The box type magazine is favored over the drm magazines becase

of its 6iaplicity, ease of storage, ease of carrying, ease of field loading, and

lower inherent friction.

Stripper Replacement. Tt should be possible to replace strippers with ease

and speed. This is best provided for by the Winchester muzzle device.

Barrel. The barrel should be stiffened to increase its natural frequency of

vibration and decrease its amplitude thereby reducing the influence of barrel

movement on accuracy.

Bolt Mechanism. Some method should be devised to reduce the impact forces as

the operating rod or bolt carrier cams and jerks the bolt rearward and jerks the car-

tridge case from the chamber. Such a method would contribute to the life of the

extractor and reduce t' ,Lisibility of case separations. This might take the

j:Zri ni a camming effect which breaks loose the, case and provides the bolt with an

initial ve±oclty priu, •u Lhe impact bct6ccen bolt and belt earrier. A second

method which seems simpler is to install a relatively heavy spring between the

bolt and bolt carrier which buffers their impact and eases extraction. Such an

arrangement may be installed in any bolt mechaninm assembly.

Ammunition. The conventionally primed round, 144i, in advocated since the

multi-piece primed cartridg- XO4l1O cannot be fired successfully without lubrica-

Ling the case and the single piece primed cartridge M190 provides marginal func-

tioning when fired unlubricat-,A.

17
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(LNCLASSIFIED) 3ECTION II. MEHODS OF MEASURFEOMT AMD AIULYSIS

Meas urement

"Dih weapons receivci for e ,,-ution and nomparison were as follows:

SYSTEK NU4MBE

AAI 2, 3, & 4

HUR 3, 5, & 7

SPR 11, 15, 19, 13, 14, & 17

WIN 1, 3, & 9
1-..4 jo8(56 (TRv)

ma6 030936 (COIIT, AR-15, MOD. 02)

The study was concentrated upon the functioning of +.h" mechanisms and the

adequacy of their cs..",nr-nt _trcs, the effect of rate of fire and barrel flexi-

"oility upon accuracy, the weights of parts and combinations of components, the

moments of inertia of various configurations and the components of impWlse.

The pertinent measurements were made using the following techniques:

Dioplacement-Time Recording•s Mechanism. For the techniques of obtaining

displaeesment-time records, BRL Report No. 610 should be consulted.

Each of the weapons was mon+ed in a machine rest by clamps an shovn in

Figure 1.

Figure 1. (UN1 M =IE) Munt for Ralt Notion StUdY

18



Firt rubber padding was used for protection. Reflectors were placed on the

stook aitd on a convenient part of the operating rod. From the displacement-time

records of those reflectors taken during tfaree-round afd ten-round bursts, the

bolt motion csn be infer-ed.

In this study, three three-round bursts and three ten-round bursts were

scheduled for each of the weapons. The rates of fire were determined from the time

between roundz. Represenuative cycles were selected from the records and the

operating events cf the weapon were identified by measuri±%g the location or bh•

part or parts if the mechanism. Fig-ran ? shows this for the M14 and M16.

The representative cycles were meascured for displacement and time. Using

differentiation formalas as pre;3ented in BRL Report No. 840, velocity versus time

=n1 accelprattinn v .,us tme was obtained. The results were then plotted as sbnwn

in Figures 3 and 4.

The estimates of the accelerations associated with the impacts in the mech-

anisms were low due to the nature of the ntmerical analysis. These then were

checked by graphical methods. Another check on the acceleration forces present

was obtained by means of the displacemcnt-time information and the calibration of

the springs found in the mechanism. Further, with this information the energy of

the firing pin at the time of primer contact rould be estimated.

19
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Displacement-Time Recording, Muzzle. The weapons were fitted with reflectors

on the muzzles such that the vertical oscillation of the muzzle could be obtained.

The same weapon mounts were used as shown in Figure 1 except the forward support

was moved back to the fore-grip 4. shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. (UNCLASSIFIED) Mount for Muzzle Motions Study

Three thaee-round bursts and one area round were fired for each syatem.

Displacement-tine records obtained provided the basis for estimating the angle of

the barrel at the muzzle. Targets were measured to provide a check on these

estirates. Figure 6 shows records of the barrel motion for ,he K14y, "16, and the

M.16 outfitted with a combiuation muzzle brake and compensator (:UC).

23
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The time of projectile emergence is recorded directly on the displacement-

time record as fiducial lines. These are produced by the muzzle flash and the

optics of the drum camera. The fiducial lines provide a mears of determining

rate of fire and the effect of' '! interaction of rate of fire and natural fre-

quency of the barrel on target patterns.

Wc ,;hts. The weights of components of the systems and of various combina-

tions were determined by means of a balance scale.

Moments of Inertia. The moments of inertia of each weaion were determincX.i by

torsioral pendulum techniques similar to those described in BEL Technical Note

No. 874. The weapons were placed on a previously balaneed tray which hung by a

,,!ire as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. (UNCLASGIM-F) Apparatus'for Determining Momento of Inertia

25



The tray and weapon conbination regains balance when the center of graivity

of thne weapun f. vertically bcnoath the wire. A stylus, colinear with the wire,

was used to mark the location of the center of gravity on the weapon. The tor-

sional period of oscillation about the wire of the tray and weapon combination

was measured. This leads to the value of the moment of inertia about the wire of

the combinations. Subtracting the moment of inertia of the tray from this value

gives the moment of inertia of the weapon about an axis parallel to the wire axd

througl the center of gravity of the weapon. The moment of inertia about a par-

allel axis through the center of the butt plate is calculated from this value, the

known weight of the weapon, and the distance of the center ')f gravity rrom the

cente'. of the butt plato.

Cqn•.....ta crf Impulse. The measurement of impulse is achieved by use of a

bal'i Lic pendulm. The tek-,-!qAuen ar. described in ML 4aaorandeum Report

Nu. 955. Each of the weapons was mounted in a three-wire perdulum, first on the

side to measure recoil impulse and the component of impulse vhich is dovnard at

the muzzle, and second, rotated 90 about the bore line to measure the recoil

component and the leftward component of impulse at tho muzzle. Ten rounds were

fired for each of these two conditions. The technique vw sumplified for thic

study by placing a stngle stylus at the center of gravity of the pondul•a bob wnd

recrding the motion of the bob on a horizontal surface as sbown in Figure 8.

Figure (ULMASSIFM) Weapon Mounted in Three Wire Dallintic Pendulum

26



The line drawnr is parallel to the resultant impulse vector and its length is
proportional to the magnitude of the vector. This test use carried out by the
Dlevelopment and Proof Service.

Parts Life said Impacts. Impact forces, in general, are a measure of the life
of t~.e components in a weapon. The more severe the impacts sustained, the less
the longevity that can be exmected for tae parts involved. The accelerations at

Lm act the bre~h, sear, unlocking and at the rear bu~zfe~r can be transtfrr.-d to
any desired component of the bolt to estimate the force on that particular part.
To obtain the accelerations and their corresponding forces, an averfe~e round of a
burst wias selected end the displacement-time reeord oi that round differentiated
to obtain both 4. -' nQ aoceleration. Since the method of differentiation
cannot handle discýnntinuitiee and is inaccurate for sudden cmang.. of velocity in
very short intervials of time, the acceleration bas been estimated from the
displacement-time curve by the tangent method.

Extraction. Since it is most difficUlt to estimate the force involved in
extracting the fired case, i.e., the frictional forces between the case end chamber
wallsa, the strength of the extractor must necessarily be a "cut axd try" affair.
At high rates of fire, the acceleration effects become much larger. Bence the
extractors must be proportionally stronger as the rate increases; end the surface in
contact vith the rima Is nalno proportionally increased.

Feed Kechaniams. Vlagazines should have a spring etrung enough to raise a
round to the feeding lips in the time allotted by the bolt. Feeding must be posi-
tive when one rouind is in the masgmine or the magazine is tull.

]Pjectors. In general, an ejector which is fixed to the receiver instead of
being a moving part of the bolt is more reliable.

Barrel. Whip. The vibration Of a barri-l affezte the accuracy of a weapon since
the projecti.Le is la.x".. ý accordance .th the angL. of the i. .lat the inuzzle
and, to a lesser extent, the lateral velocity of the barrel at the time of projec-
U~le emergence.* When barrels are relatively Ug~t and flexible and 1ftvv Auz
compensators which prov'ide lateral imptUles to the barrel at tý* mauzle# the

27



magnitude of the oscillations can become large. In addition, when the weapon is

fired automatically, the successive projectiles can emerge at times when the

muzzle deviates considerably from the rest, aimed position. Further, Lim rate of

fire of the weapon can be such tha 3ucceeding lateral impulses accentuate the

oscillation remaining from previous rounds.

The rate of fire of the weapon can be chosen to be compatible with the

natural frequency of the barrel but this hrrangement will be lost if a bayonet

and/or bi-pod is atta'hed to the muzzle. It also will fail la, so far as the rat;

of fire deviates .eom the optimum. In gene,'al, it is better to stiffen the

barrel.

Whenever the weapon is fixed with respect to th,, grcud in vary!ne degrees of

rigidity, the ampliL."•' of ýue vibration and the accuracy of the weapon will vm

according to the rigidity.

Problem Areas. In those cases where unusual or new problems arose with a

weapon system, appropriate techniques were devised and are described in the section

devoted to that e•anpon.
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(CONFTT)ENTIAL) SECTION III: WEAPON SYSTEMS (U)

AIRCRAFT ARMAMENTS, INC. SPECIAL PURPOSE INDIVIDUAL WEAPON

Description

The Aircraft Armaments syste is shown in Figure 9. The point fire weapon

is essentially gas operated, obtaining ito energy for operation from the set back

of a piston which is incorporated in the cartridge. In operation, the firing pin

strikez the piston moving it forward to actuate the primer. The ensuing gas

pressure accelerates the piston and firing pin rerwarr•-, unlocking the bolt 'ith

sufficient energ, to cycle the mechh.ilsm at a rate of fire fiom 2000 to 2500 shots

per minute in 0ontrolled three-rouna bursts. The machani~m also contains a

selector which provides semi-automatic fire, three-roun.s per trigger pull and

• ;'i automatic fire. The rat:- of ftor for fu.L. xu''amatlic fire is reduced to

6C0-715 slw,,t•t .; minute (SPM) by means of a time delay mechanism. The ammunition

is fed into thp riflol fro,. - aprinR loaded, plastic drum muazine holding 60 rounds

located imediately ahead of the trigger guard.

Figure 9. (COIFIDENTIAL) Aircraft Armimsmts SPIW System (U)
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An area round launcher is attached to the stock beneath the barrel. The

launcher holds three standard 4Omm area rounds in a tandem magazine and is operated

manulij 'ý lever ,.-i÷i Th- area round is fired by a trigger located beneath
the launcher forward of the magazine of the point fire weapon. Rubber pads shown

in Figure 10 are placed between the stock and area launcher to reduce the recoil

force.

Figure 10. (CONFIDENTIAL) Lwms chcr Recoil Pads (U)

30
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The bolt assembly shown in Figure 11 is composed of the bolt body containing

the Pxtraotor, locking cam and the locks, the firing pin contnining the zam pin,

the searing surfacez, tne buffing surface, and the assembly which mates with and

attaches the driving spring to tt.. firing pin. Since the firing pin assembly 4

ser'ies the function )f an operating rod it will be so termed. The driving spring,

composed of two separate springs in parallel, also serves as the firing pin spring.

A heavy spring, buffer is assembled at the rear of the receiver to remove all

remaining energy from the bolt assembly and return i, to battery at a relatively

nigh velocity.

Figure 11. (CONFI L) Bo~lt, Firing Pin and Recoil Wp~ings
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Procedure end Results

Three rifles, No. 2, 3 and 4, complete with 4Omm area round launchers were

delivered for kinematic analysis and evaluation. Each of these weapons was

mounted in the machine rest held at the rear by a butt support and boot backed

up by the soft recoil pad on the rif..; butt as shown in Figure 1?. Displacement-

tiae records of operating rod motion and barrel vibration were obtained. For
barrel vibration the weapon was held as shown in Figure 13. Weapon No. 3 was

also fired from the shoulder to observe vertical movement using the 8houlder-eibow

stance.

Figure 12. (UULA8BZ)) Mount tor Dolt NotiO Stu

NIL

Fivare 13. (tMULABSI ) Mount for Mkzzle Hbtion Btudy
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I

A resume of the firings vith the three weapons together with the rates of

tire and malfunctions are given i* Table V.

TABLE V

MAYOIDM~E1IAL) FUNCTIONING0 DMT (U)

Airctsft Armaments, Inc.

Ammunition: X9110, Lot AAI-6cO-I

calpn 11o. of R6s. Pate of Fire (ak

11,1ber Ir~ L~a MT V in. Reak

Three.round bursto, machine rest

2 Failed to feed third round

3 2459 2314 2230
.. .. .. Failed to feed, 12 o'clock stub

3 2174 2035 1816 go rates taken, muzzle motion
S.. .. Failed to extract

2 "" -. -. Failed Lu extract, broken
extractor

2 .. .. .. Fatlc. to feed

2 .. .. .. Fatiec. to feed

CMane4 to No. 3 MapUine

Automatic fire, machine rest
V/No. 3 m.k-eisie

10 gl'* 697 688
1 7114 701 696 LoU rate Mseanim failed on

last round

10 710 703 696 Failed to feed, round stuck in
magazine throat

10 713 701 690
10 710 700 696

5OT
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TAM v (Cont'd)

Weapon No. of Fds. Rate of Fire (&=)

NLber In Burst Av. in. Remarks

3 Three-round bursts, machine rest

3 2434 2320 2206

3 2338 2319 2299
2239 2207 2174

Three-round bUrbtS, mi•wzIc motion

Personnel error, semi-automatic
setting

3 -- -- --

J

Officu.6 demonstrations) no records
Broken extractor, replaced
Check on extractor, shoulder fired

28 .. .. .. 1 Case separationo
4 Failures to eject

Automatic fire, machine rest

10 694 687 681
lu 731 691 676
10 715 685 657

14 Three-round bursts, machine rest

3 1724 1709 1694

3 2047 2o12 1976
3 1974 1913 1851

Three-round bursti, muszle motion

2 .. .. .. Failed to load enouv= rounds

3 .. .. .. Failed to eject third case

"". -- Failed t'ý elect ti- I ease

3O 4
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TALE V (Cont'd)

Wee Wn No of Rds Rate of Fire 16M)
Number In Burst Max. Av. Min. Remarks

Automatic fire, machine rest

12 916 766 686 Low rate mechanism failed on
first and last rounds giving
1566 and 1538 spim

8 860 741 679
10 729 684 587

711 705 696

Ammunition Lot C002 fired for comparison

Machine rest

2 3 741 730 719 Failure of rear sear release

4 3 1923 1876 1829 Single crimp
3 1993 1946 1899 Double crimp, low energy on last

round
3 2040 1788 1542 Double crimp, low energy on first

round
4 1714 1677 1608 Set for full automatic, low rate

mechanism failed

Amttnitior Lot 650-14 fired for comparison
Machine rest

2 4 717 706 701
3 2190 2174 2158
3 2247 2243 2238
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A tracing of a Tnree-rowid burst showing the salient points of functioning

is snown in Figure 14.

The time delay mechanism which -- duces the rate in full automatic fire is

a&sembled at the rear of the selector mechanism. The delay element is composed

of a spring loaded inertia wheel which, when struck by the operating rod toward

its maximum travel, rotates the wheel. The operating rod is caught on a rear sear

and is released by the impact of a protrusion on the inertia wheel as it returns

and releases the sc r. A tracing of a burxst in automatic fire ie shown in

Figure 15.

Fioure 16 gives displacement versus time, velocity versus time and accelera-

Lion versus time of s typical U.- from a tnree-round burst.

The vertical motion of the muzzle was recorded when firing from the machine

rest and from the shoulder-elbow position., The motion of the muzzle was obtained

when firing both point target and area target rounds. Tracings of the records

obtained are shown in Figure 17.

36
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The mutjua uZ Lhie zLuule was correlated with the position of the round impacts

on the target. The vertical pcsition of the rounds relative to the first round are

quite similiar to the direction in which the muzzle is pointing at projectile

emergence. However, due to the small angles involved and other possible factors

the vertical distances of the impacts with respect to the first round are different

from the d!.ztances calculated by radian measurement fion muzzle motion assuming

that the muzzle ,1'.iates as a cantilever beam. The correlation of muzzle Moves-'t

with target impacts is shown in Table VI.
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The impact loading between operating rod and buffer was estimated from the

flmprc3ion of the buffer spring obtained from ,-hp displacement-time record and

from the 3Jod-deflectioa calibr'tion curve of the buffer spring shown in Figure 18.

750 f

u 500-
-J

-J 250

0. .2 .3

DEFLECTION, IN.

(UNCLASSIFIED) FIGURE 18 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE
BUFFER $POW

AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT, INC. SPIW SYSTEM
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The estimated acceleration forces occuring at several points in the bolt

'y~le Pre given as follows-

Acceleration Force

ft/sec2  lbs

Operating rod-front sear impact 11.0 x l04 780

After primer ignition 22.8 x l04

Impact on buffer -- 30

The firing pin energy for firing a first round was computed from the weight

and the final velocity measured from the displacement-time records. The average

energy measured is 70 1 6 inch-ounces. The average firlug pin energy for other

rounds of s burst is _", I d inch-ounces. No misfired rounds have been observea

during the firings uf ,is weapon system at IBL.

The acceleration forces at locking and chambering of rounds were not measured

because the motion of the firing pin was recorded rather than the motion of the

bolt. The force of accelerate'on at unlocking and extraction of the ftred case may

be obtained from the deceleration shown in Figure 16 and by assuming that the

friction between the chamber and the cartridge case is zero. This assumption

produces a minimum force. The acceleration force at unlocking is estimated to

be 440 lbs. The extractor is also subjected to the same acceleration at unlocking

but since the friction between the cartridge case and chambcr walls is unkwvta,

the force exerted on the extractor can not be estimated.

Discussion

In general the Aircraft Armament weapon functioned well. Discussion of the

component mechanisms follows.

Mode of Fire Selector Wechaniam. The selector mechanism is composed of the

trigger,amfety, sears, three-round counting device, low rate s.ehanism and

selector aw.tch us shown ia P- 1 -r.. 19. This involves mwny ;mall prur., some quite

intricate. This mechanism can be removed and replaced as a anit. The tnree-rowid

control consists of a twin cog escapement operated by tne operating rud tdilh aJlJ0wa
three rounds to be fed into the chamber. After the third round is :ired the escape-

ment is returned to its original position by a spring if the trigger is released.

4ID
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Following liree-round bursts can be fired only by releasing the trigger. Thus

the e-caperpnt has the facility of being indexed for three-round burst whenever

the selector switch is shifted from full automatic or semi-automatic to a three.

round burst setting.

kmgre 19. (COMnDITAL) ibde or Fire Control Masc•nm i u)

The low rate mechanism is composed of an inertia wheel and clock spring.

vWhen the opdrating rod is near its maximum recoil, it hits a projection on the

wheel. The wneel rotates against the spring while the operating rod is held on

the rear sear. Upon return, the inertia wheel releases the sear allowlvg the bolt

tc return to battery to repeat the cycle. The rate of fire is r-duced by this

time-delay methanism i', wi- over 2000 shots per minute to approxinmatuly 700 shots

ppr minute. The time-delay unit does not always operate, particularly when hard

extraction produces short bolt travel. Based on past peIrfozw.nce of the time-

delay units of other weapons, its functioning is expected to be erratic and its

ltfe limited.

45
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Feed Mechanism. The plastic drum magazine produces a slim silhouette and

occupies little space for the number of rounds held. However, the magazines are

difficult to load in the fiejd, have a variable spring tension and have variable

time of positioning the round in the feed throat. In those instances where

failures to feed have occurred it is believed that the round positioning time is

less than the time allowed for positioning by the bolt. Additionally, the drum

feed tnroat ig directly under the breech of the gun. A,!, of toe carbon, smoke

and oil from the o.ied rounds is fed directli into the feed drum. This situat ion

rreates excessive friction in the magazine and may have some effect on extraction

bzcause of carbon paarticles adhering to cartridge cases.

E ..ecto. The e "j ': rixed with respect to the receiver and should be

quite positive in opcration. However, ,ix failures to eject were noted with

gun No. 3. No definite opinion is formed as to the cause of the failures to eject.

Extractor. The extractors in the three weapons fired appear weak. Several

have been broken and replaced and several failures to extract other than caused by

a broken extractor have occurred. Because of the high acceleration at case

extraction hnd the configuration of the components of the bolt, the extractor

must be unusually strong to endure.

Chamber. The Ai-craft Armaments rifle seems to be quite succeptible to dirt

on the walls of the powder chamber. Tle accumulation of dir'. causes case aocpa.:a

tion, hard extraction and wtdue strain on the extractor. Beeauie of the short

time from ignition of the primer to beginning of extraction, excessive amounts of

powder gas residue are blown back from the bore requiring frequent cleaning of the

powder chamber.

Barrel Whip. The vertical vibration of the barrel during firing when held

more or leba rigidly in a machine rect is considerable. When firing from the

stLo~ld-el'rjw ::-:.t position the %,tion still persists. The comen(t -, placed

at the wizzle to reduce the .endency of the weapon to move upwerd when fired from

the shoulder, causes the barrel to bend and vibrate under the relatively strong

downward thrust of the escaping powder gas.

Resume/

The Aircraft Armaments SPIW system uses a conventional drop stock with the

operating mechanism high in the stock and low iight., for easy aiming. The barre_

is short with a relatively short portion unsupported. The muzzle compensator
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causes excessive bending and vibration of the unsupported portion of the tube when

the weapon is held more or less rigidly. The weapon, because of itu primer piston

operation, has a simple in-line bolt which makes it best able to withstand the

high accelerations imposed by i.o high rate of fire. The weakest c•omponent of

the bolt found to date is the extractor which is too lightly constructed to with-

stand the effects in extracting cartridge cases which at times may be difficult.

The three-round control system is a relatively complicated escapement movement

which may not have long endurance qualities. The c-ntrol system contains an

automatic rese to fire three-round burati- whenever the selector switch is so set.

The plastic drum magazine appears unable at all bult velocities to position the

incoming round for feeding, either because of low spring tension or accumulation

of dirt. Except for the tý Z-rouna control system and the flexible barrel the

wea.porn np et.o 1ficiently rugged for military use.
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(CONF.) SPRINCTIEU ARMORY SPECIAL PURPOSE MIVIDUAL WEAPON (U)

Description

The Springfield Armory weapon is - conventional gas operated mechanism firing

tn, conventionally primed XM144 cartridge. Tne sysLem is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. (COVFIDETIAL) Springfield Armory SPIW System (U)

The main portions Gf the operating mechanism are housed in the rifle stock The

weapon is equipped with a selector switch enabling it to fire semi-automatically,

controlled bursts of three-rounds and fully automatic. The weapon contains no

rate reducing mechanism and fires both automatic fire and control'ed thr-•c.

round bursts at the rate of 1>XJ - ±70) shots per minute. A muzzle-t1te-compensator

is used to reduce muzzle climb and dispersion. Ammunition is fed to the gun from

a sixty-round box type magazine located behind the pistol grip and trigger guard.
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The launcher is mounted beneatn the barrel and is attached rigidly to the

barrel guard which is an integral part of the stock. The launcher is automatically

operated by blow-back andr fires a 4vmm areu rou•L d fed from a + ro-nmd box

magazine. Area rounds are fire' by a separate trigger located immediately ahead

of the rifle trigger. A single round launcher, designed to replace the automatic

or three-round launcher, was also supplied. This launcher brakes and pivots for

right ha-id loading as shown in Figure 21.

As

Figure 21. (CONFIDEFTIAL) Single Shot Launcher (U)
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The bolt which contains a splinedý rotatin3 head is rotated and locked by a

pin riding in a cam cut into the bolt body. The moving pxarts are shcwn in

Figure 22. The bolt body is enclosed in a bolt carrier which is an off zet -*Ad

an integral part of the relatively ' ng operating rod. The operating rod is

Sctuated by a short gas piston which unlocks and accelerates the rod and bolt

rearward compressing the driving spring. At the rear of its stroke, a part of

the operating rod which projects rearward roughly along a line parallel with the

bottom of the operating rod hits a ring mounted on a strong, coil spring buffer-

At the same time r rt of the bolt assembly trave2s rear-ard and impacts the lower

portion of the buffer ring. The driving spring becomes the firing pin spring on

both the first roubd and succeding rounds of a burst.

Figure 22. (CONFIDENTIAL) Bolt, Operating and Buffing Mechanism (U)
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Procedure and Results

Initially, three rifles were received for kinematic analysis, Nos.3 2, 15

and 19. These rifles were moucd i'L a machine re 't and fired to obtain

displacement-time records of the -nerating rod and the rates of fire as showan

in Figure 23. Prior to further firing these rifles were replaced with three

different weapons, Nos. 15, 14 and 17. Between demonstrations, two of these

weaprns, Nos. 17 and 14, were fired for displacement-time records and rates of

fire; and two, Nos. 13 and 14, were fired both in a machine rest and from the

shoulder to obtF "n vertical muzzle -ntion, the effect of muzzle motion on

dispersion, and the frequency of the barrel. For the snoulder-elbow position

the muzzle motion was limited by vertical and horizcntea =embers of a frame for

esfety and the camera focuserl as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 23. (UNCLASSIFIED) Mount for Bolt Motion Study

Figure 24. (UNCLASSIFIED) Soft Mount for Muzzle Motion Study
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A tracing of a displacement-time record of bolt motion obtained from a three-
round x•vrst together with the salient points of interest occurriu during a firing

cycle i; shown in Figure 25.

A .ecord of the firings accomplished with the six Springfield weapons
together with the rates of fire and kinds of malfunctions obtained are given in
Table VII.

Tracings of the vertical motion of the muzzle obtained by pc(int fire ammuni-
tion from the machine rest and from the shoulder-elbow position and the motion of
the muzzle from firing a single area round are illustrated In Figure 26.

The vertical position of .he muzz.le at the arproximate time of emergence of
the proJectile weg me4.ured and compared to the vertical distances of the impacts
on the target using ang-auLr measurements. The results obtained are not accurate

btia• r•f the assumed length of the vibrating barrel, inaccuracies in obtaining

the exact time of emergence and the small angles involved. However, the order of
the rounda and their impact on the target closely followed the position of the
muzzle at emergence of the projectile. These values together with the frequencies
of the barrel are given in Table VIII.

To obtain approximate values of velocity, acceleration and the forces involved

during a firing cycle, a representative single round was selected from the

displacement-time records and differentiated to obtain velocity and acceleret.ion.

The results of differentiating this record are shcwn in Figure 27.

Since the method of differentiating cannot handle discontinuities, all impact

forces were computed from the change in velocity at the points interest by the
tangent mechod. Since the values of acceleration and acceleration force did not
always agree, the values of Figure 27 were used to estimate the unlocking force
only. The acceleration forces at the breech azd bolt sear were estimated from the

tang.nr method; and the impact force on the buffer was eatimatcl from t*e buffer
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TABLE VII

(CONF!DENTIAL) FUNCTIONING DATA (U)

Spri-field Armory

Amunition: XK144, lot WCC 6028

Weapon No. of Rds. Rate of Fire (spin)

Number In Burst Max. Av. Min. Remarks

ii Three-round bursts, .achine reat

3 1661 1624 1587
3 1644 1619 1595
3 1646 1620 159,4

Automatic fire, mhine rest

3 i652 ij9o 1536
8 1635 1580 1540

11 1669 1614 1581

15 Three-round bursts, machine rest

3 1714 1714 1714
3 1744 1678 1612
3 1721 1632 16)43

51741 1736 1731

Automatic fire, machin rest

7 1842 1745 1696 Magazine Jam, round from rear
12 1802 1753 1691 stack jind between xvuAs
11 1782 1723 1597 in front stack.

19 Three-round bursts, -chi rest

S1675 1623 1571
3 16614 1629 15914
3 1736 1709 1672
3 1686 1639 1591

Auto.matic fire, mchi-e rest

12 1653 1612 1577
12 1690 1662 1615
8 1670 1631 1545 Pailure to feed, over ride.

5O 4
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TABLE VII (Cont'd)

Weapon No. of Rds. Rate of Fire 
R(eir

Number In Burst Mi....Remrks

14 Three-round bursts, machine rest

3 1824 i7o8  1592

3 1646 1632 1619
5 1709 1679 1646 Failed to eject third case.

6 1705 1640 1580 Sclect- failed, failure f
over ride.

5 1717 164i 1583 Selector failed, failure to feed,

over ride.

2 -- 
ilu..e to feed, over ride.

=.S.matic fire, machine rest

3 .. . Failure to feed, 12 O'clock stub.

9 "" .. .. Failure to feed, L2 O'clock stub.
9 ""Mgazine replaced.

11 1782 1690 1613

17 Three-round bursts, machine rest

3 1719 1657 1556

3 1724 1658 1591
3 1685 1657 1630
5 1734 I E• 1579
2 .. . .. 1 Failure to feed, over ride.

Automtic fire, wchine rest

16 1724 1626 1550

8 1685 1606 156
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spring compression carefully measured from the displacement-time record and the

alitrat4o-n ;f tr.c buffer -prrng, The calibration of the spring is shown in

Figure 28.
1000 -

750 -.

00!; 500V - -

250

0 ------_
0 05 ,10 .15

DEFLECTION, IN.

(UNCLASSIFIED) FIGURE 28 LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVE
BUFFER ASSEMBLY

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY SPIW SYSTEM
&he estimated forces are gtven aw follows:

Accelcration Force

ft/sec2 Ibi

Bsit - r ree~c impact 9.0 x 104 1540

p,'r±tiag Rod - -ear impacc !.< x 104 1690

Force at unlocking 2.3 x 103 460

Bolt - rear luffer impact 1.9 x I03 570
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The above forces were estimated mainly to determine the order of the forces some

components of the bolt are subjected to and to form some indication of their lfe

expectency.

The average firing pin energy for first round firing is 64 t 4 inch-ounces.

No misfired rounds were observed during this study.

Discussion

In general, tne Springfield SPIW system appears well designed and, for a

prototype weapon, its operation is quite good. However, there are some components

whicr require some revision for positive operation or for increased life. These

components are discussed as follows:

The Threte-Round Control S•,ne. Th-, selector mechanism is shown in k'igure 29.

The syztem 1' npcr~aed oy an arm riding in a cam slot milled into the side of the

operating roa. The arm rotai.L-: the control wheel containing six pine or studs

set at intervals of 600 around the control wheel. An escapement prevents more

than 600 rotation per round. After three rounds the control wheel disengages

a link allowing the bolt to catch on the sear. Successive bursts may be fired

by reltasing,then pulling the trigger. The system contains no automatir inddexing

6ys tem and thus may fire only one or two rounds when a three-round burst is

Figure 29. (CONFIDENTIAL) Mode of Fire Control Mechanism (U)

6o
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first selecteci. For an undetermined reason, one gun, No. 14, twice fired full

automatic with the selector switch set for three-round bursts. For srmi-

automatic fire Uhe cOULLtOI wlletl discngages the sear link witb the firing of

each round.

The Box Feed Mechanism. A rectangular box magazine is used in the weapon.

The magazine contains tandem stacks of cartridges fed upward by saw tooth springs

of iow stress. Feeding initially is from the forward compartment. Simultaneously

with feeding of the last round in the forward compartmeaz, a pawl attached rc .he

-ear of the bh-t moves & round from the rear staclk I ,to the front compartment.

This action continues until the magazine is empty at which time the operating rod

is held to the rear by a sear activated by the magazino. When feeding from the

front compartment, at lee. ae roird must be in the rear compartment. The rear

se. oan fail allowing the feed pawl to catch on the top of the magazine thus

stopping the gun, damaging the magazine housing or breaking the feed pawl.

Several instanpes of failures to feed occurred ending either with an empty

chamber, an over-ride or a 12 o'clock jam. It is believed that when just a

few rounds are in the front compartment, the spring force is too low for

positioning of the round in the time allotted by the bolt. A stoppage occurred

when a round from the rear compartment was carried forward by the feed pawl and

jamed between the two top rounds in tne front compartment.

The Ejeotor. The ejector is a spring loaded plunger projecting through th..

face of the bolt opposite to the extractor. When tne fired cartrldge cast or

complete round clears the chamber, the plunger is pushed forward by .its relstivel7,

heavy spring pivoting the case around the extractor lip. One failure to completely

eject the fired case was observed on weapon No. 14.

!arrel Vibrat'on. The vibration of the barrel is caused almost entirely oy

the escape of propellant gas from the top series •f hoies drilled in the compen.a-

tor. It is much more pronounced when the rifle is mounted in the -tachine resL

but is noticeable when .1t,6 from a shoulder-elbow rcs+ positlen. Since the

Springfield bi-pod attaches to the receiver and not the burrel, dispersion result-

ing from' ibration could be excesive in the prone bi-pod osittor.
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The Charging Handle. The charging handle is assembled in a T-slot milled in the

for,.Tard end of the nprating rod and is neld in position by a plunger which meshes

into a hole drilled vertically into the slot. The plunger is restrained from

lifting by a spring loaded detent. When the operating rod hits the buffer the

Plexural force created pons the plunger free of the hole. When the bolt hits the

breech, the handle flies forward and is ejected from the operating rod. This

mibaligned bufftng force has also resulted in cracked operating rods.

The Automatic Area Round Launcher Single rounds followed by two dummy

rounds were loaded. Several misfired rounds were obtained because of a stuck

firing pin. The energy contained in the hammer and harames spring appears quite

low. The box magazine waF' awkward and diffinult 1- insert in the lauwcher because

of e lack of some ros.,.¢e simple means of holding the rounds in the magazine.

/

Resume

The Springfield SPIW system has a "Bull Pup" appearance with a straight

st~ck and high sights which make accurate aiming somewhat difficult. The balance

is good because the bulk of the mechanism is assembled in the butt stock and

because of the location of the launcher. The barrel is relatively long with a

considerable portion unsupported. The muzzle fixture, a combination flash hider,

muzzle biake and compensator, together with the gas operating system produce

excessive bending and vibration of the barrel. The buffing forces are not proper-

ly applied to the moving parts. Cracked operating rods, broken extractors and

broken plastic triggers have occurred. Failures in some components of the proto-

type weapons ar- expected but can be corrected by minor design changes. The

three-round control ncc•mznism because of its cam control should be safe ada positive

in operation. The control mechanism doe:! not contain an automatic three-round

reset. Tte tandem magazine has conaiderable advantage over the drum magazines

even Lhough It i- nr.t fully devA]owed. In general, the weao.n is we-. lesigned

and appears to have sufficie.lt ruggedness for military use. In view of the

obscrvations made dur ig the investigation of the Springfield SPIW system, the

following is suggested:
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1. Investigate and revise the three-round control system to eliminate any

chance of full duLumatlc fire at thi: setting or full automatic fire if breakage

occurs in the control system.

2. Investigate and revise the box magazine and feeding pawl to prevent

interference between pawl and magazine or pawl and round. Also increase the

spriag tension to decreoase the positioning time of the round to well below the

time allotted by the bolt.

3. Further investigate the functioning of the election system.

4. Strengthen or revise the extractor to eliminati breakage.

5. Redesign the box f'o :_ fo• Lhe area rouia to ease loading.

o. Spread the ouffing load over a greater area of the operating rod-bolt

carrier combination so that tn motion is more directly opposed.
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(CONFIDENTIAL) WINCHESTER SPECIAL PURPOSE INDIVIDUAL WEAPON (U)

(OLn• MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORP.)

Description

The Winchester weapon system is inown in Figure 30. The weapon is gas

o-nerat-d end employs a floating barrel-recelver system, which has erroneously

been called a soft recoil system. The rifle stock is conventional but because

tne mechanism is absembled low in the stock it contains some of the features and

advantages of the in-line stock together witn the appeuice -;f lowcr rear and

front ,ights. A1nmtu.tion is fed to the weapoLI from a plastic 60-round drum

magazine located just ahead of the trigger.

Figure 30. (CONFIDENTIAL) Winchester SPIW System (U)
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The use of the floating barrel-receiver-stationary feed system requires a

longer bolt travel relative to tne barrel to compensate for the motion and

position of tne barrei at b.eifning of stri4 ping of the rournd from the magazine.

The internal parts are shown in 1 igure 31. The power for bolt recoil is obtained

from a short gas piston which impinges on the operating rod. The operating rod

has a lateral extension which serves as a camming pin for locking and unlocking

the bolt and which is connected to the firing pin to complete the firing pin

assemb-ly, rne driving spring has three functions:, to retard the recoil of the

bolt and returr it to oattery, as a recoil spring for the barrel and receiver

during urlocking and as a duibious aid of the firing pin booster spring. A

ratchet-spring friction device, located toward the muzgle and attached between

the stock and barrel, operates in conjunction with tha driving spring to limit

thp motion of the -- e± and receiver. The movement of the barrel is influen.ced

by friction in the -yytpm, by the recoil and firing pin booster springs by the

cantilever spring ejector, by the muzzle device and by the gas action between

barrel and onerating rod.

Figure 31. (CONFIDENTIAL) Barrel, Bolt and Operating Mechanism (U)
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T:ýc barrel is equipped with a combination muzzle brake, flash hider and

":,'i:ner retainer. The muzzle and device are shown in Figure 3P. The device

,,MrI be unscrewed by hand for stripper change. Threads for this are at the

m,-,zzle. The last two inches of the r.vrel is perforated to vent gases into the

re,.z',war•. portion of the muzzle device to provide braking. Gases which are not

vented pass through the stripper and engage canted portions of the flash hider

'.,aries �nd thus tend to keep the muzzle devic3 screwed on. The perforations in

f.:I barrel reduce tht length which is effective for aLtaining the desired muzzle

ve loci l.

- - -.. -

Figure 32. (CONFIDENTIAL) Muzzle, Stripper and Muzzle Brake - Flash Hider (U)

The rifie is fired from a front sear for semi-automatic fire and controlled

three-round b'.-stb. A rear sear is used for full automatic fi.re eAceip 'hat for

the first round either the froLit or rear sear may be used. Charging the weapon

is safe when the celector in set for semi-or full automatic, however if the
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tl:k:'c-round counter wheel is not indexed the weapon will fire upon changing.
hl'Yl4 i: avoided by cycling the mechanism by hand before charging until the wheel

is inaexed. The selector switcn is not positive, allUwiL the indication of a
semi-automatic setting while th- 5elector is actually set for three-round bursts.

The area launcher is located near the muzzle and feeds the second and third
rounds automatically from pods located on the right and left hand sides of the
launcher. The launcher has a "forward recoiling" barrel to limit the length of
the launcher and to operate the feeding mechanism. The !auncher is attached t".
the forward en" of the plastic stock. Since the fcrward section of the stock is
weak in torsion, the stock can easily be damaged by the unbalanced twist' ng action

of the launcher in firing, further resulting in extremely poor accuracy.

Pr-ocedure and Reze- ts

The weapons were mounted in a machine rest as shown in Figure 33. The soft
rubber butt pad and pieces of neoprene rubber served to absorb the recoil forces
with only a small recoil movement.

Figure 33. (UNCLASSIFIED) Mount for Bolt Motion Study
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Displacement-time records of the operating rod and barrel movement were

obtained from rifles, Nos. 1, 3 and 9, when firing controlled three-round bursts

and bNtrst, in full automatic fire. The conditions of firing and the malfunctions

obtained are given in Table IX.

The average rates of fire obtained from each gun when mounted in the machine

rest are given in Table X.

The malfunctioub listed in Table IX are commonly observed in automatic weapon

firings. The cause or causes for the excessive number o& imal.f"nctions obtained

throagbout the firiL, of the three Winchester weapons are explained with the

explwiations based largely on the data obtained and on oboervations made at esch

2ail2 ure. As an aid in the explanations, two tracings of the operating rod and

barrc! motion as a function of f4. -, obtained from weapon No. 3 prior to and after

fatory rivi.tic:, .,'e snown in Figures 34 and 35.

The operating rod and barrel motion of Figure 34 was obtained by firing

three-rounds in full automatic fire using the front sear since the weapon at this

Lime was incapable of firing controlled three-round bursts. The second tracing

was obtained from a controlled three-round burst after the weapon had been

reconditioned and returned from the factory.

The explanation of each kind of alunctlon ob. arved is as follows:

Failures to Feed. Three kinds of feeding failures were observedt a colete

failure to strip the round from the magazine throat ending vt'h nn eaty chaaabur,

a partial stripping and over ride ending with the bolt jand agaiast an

indented and sheared vection of the cartridge forward of the .roove and last,

the nose of the projectile juemd against the barrel of the 12 O'clock position

with tne bolt open and resting against the buse of the cais. As ahovu in either

Figure 34 or 35, the oo.Lt is underpowered and its recoil cycle is short of the

rear sear position. Also to be noted is the difference in tim allowed for the

incoming round to attain feeding position after being uncovered btj the bf.It. It

will also be noted that the pL...o i• of the barrel-receiver ass.mbl, 'varies with

respect to the bolt face. Since the magaztne is fixed and the distance the round

muct travel varies, the feeding path of the round varies.
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TALET. fl

(CQoL _7,1 M) NOTIOMIG DATA (U)

Winchester Spec. -* Purpose Individual Weapon System

Ammunition: XM144, Lot WCC 6028

Weapon Rd.'.
Nunber Vired Condition Malfunctions

1 33 Machine rest controlled 4-Failures to feed, over rides (short
3-rc.ý. burets and belt travel)
automatic fire 10-Failures to feed) 12 o'clocir jams

2-Ftilurom to feed, gas cylinder
uns(.vovwe4

1-Failure to extract
2-Failures to extract
1-Failure to eject
2-Control counter vheel failures
2-Misfired

15 Shoulder fired 4-Misfires, 1 round deeply indented at
chrging on semi-auto~atic; sear
surface vorn and rounded.

148 Us. Fired, total 26 Malfunctions, total

3 147 Machine rest controlled 10-Failures to fce• , 12 o'clocs jamb
3-rd. bursts and 13-Failures tu feed with empty ckismber
automatic fire 4-Faflures to feed, over rtdes

2-Ftilures to extract
3-Failures to eject
4-Ontrol counter ubeel failures
9-Failures to fire first round
k-Failures to fire succeeding rounds

147 As. FUir, total 19 Malfunctions, total
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TABE IX (Cont'd)

Weapon Rd•.
Number Fired Condition Malfunctions

9 41 Machine rest controlled 6-Failures to feed, 12 o' clock jams

3-rd. bursts anc 1-Failure to feed with empty chamber
automatic fire 4-Failures to feed, over rides

1-Failure to extract
1-Failure to eject
1-Failure of 3-rd. control counter wheel

6 Shoulder fire 2-Failures to fire first round

)17 Rds - Fired, ttl 16 Malfunctions total

3 After reconditioning at
factory

17 Machine rest, .toil 1-Failure to fire first round
retarded by hand, float-
ing 'harrel, automatic
fire and ).-rd. bursts

I Barrel locked forward 1-Failure to feed, 12 o' clock jam

9 Barrel travel limited to

approximately 1/2 travel 1-Failure to feed, over ride

23 Machine rest 3-rd. bursts 2-Failures to extract
and automatic fire 2-Failures to fire first round

23 Spring-ratchet friction 1-Failure to feed, over ride
element disconnected 2-Failures to fire first round

1 Light struck primer on second rd., bolt
stopped forward uf sear position,
barrel recoiled to meet bolt,

19 Cord pendulum mount, 3-Failures to feed, 12 o'clock jam
floating barrel 3-Failures to fire first round

33 Barrcl travel limited to 5-Failures to fire first round
approximately 0.30 inch

06 3-wire pendulm, locked 1-Failure to feed, ;2 o'cir) ',. jam
and floating bar?-l 1-Failure to ejec.

2-Failures to extract

U5 Shoulder firing, 3-rd. 2-Failures to feed, over ride
bursts, locked and 5-Failures to fire first wound
floating barrel 2-Failures to eject

1-Failure to extract

306 Rds. Fired, total 36 Malfunctions, total
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TABLE X

(CONFIDENTIAL) RATES OF FIRE, MACHINE REST (U)

WINCHESTER SPECIAL FURPSE INDIVIDUAL WEAPON SYSTEM

AMMUNITION: XM 144, LOT WCC 6028

Three-round bursts Automatic Fire
wee por, 7nB- .n No. of . ... ).
Niunber Max Av Min, ired HRX AV Min

b53 643 633 3 721 718 715

656 648 61:0 8 734 704 686

66o 652 64,5

3 679 657 6314 12 T86 734 638

785 629 573 13 817 790 775

661 631 600 8 866 830 788

12 784 734 639

9 641 640 638 3 765 745 727

629 627 625 4 729 695 62

64o 632 623 9 740 717 683
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Returning to the three kinds of malfunctions, the first two mentioned are

caused by insufficient time for positioning the round to be fed. The positioning

Time is a funuLou uf bolt recoil distancc nd friction in the nmavez•lne. The

third feeding malfunction is caused 1- the variable distance between bolt face

and breech with insufficient round guidance to obtain positive feeding. In general,

it is suspected that the nose of the round dropped, hit the breech or portion of

plastic stock and was deflected upward to stub at the 12 O'clock position.

A total of 63 failares to feed were observed In the firing of 548 rounds.

Approximately 50% (ý malfunctions) are chaxgeable to the low force provided by the

magazine for positioning the rounds and 50% (32 malfunctions) chargeable to the

varying feeding path.

Failure to Extract. En , failures to extract are caused by the

extractor' losing its grip on the cartridge case. The extractor spring of the

Winchester rifle is weak and poorly designed. However, what appeared to be a

failure to extract occured which actually involved short bolt travel coupled

with almost maximum barrel-receiver travel and lack of ejector impact.

Failure to Eject. In general, failures to eject have been caused by the

fired case hitting the rear of the ejection port sad bouncing back into the path

of the bolt. It is quite possible that the variable relative position between

barrel-receiver and bolt could cause a lighter ejector impact than was required
.o rotate the case out of the path bolt.

Failure of the Three-Round Control Zyste. When set for controlled three-

round bursts, a lever is lifted from a notch cut into the control wheel enabling

the wheel to rotate. When the first round is fired, a spring loaded pawl contained

in the uperting rod hits one of three studs on the control wheel and rotates it

120°. The wheel is restrained in this position by a spring riding on a triangular

cam milled on the hub of the control wheel and by a projection on the pawl which

extends forward. After rotating the wheel into *he aecond-round pyositlý.-_ the bolt

and operating rod continue re,.-.iLing until all energy is absorbed by the driving

spring and the spring in the operating rod. Thus the pawl-operating rod spring

becomes another recoil spring In automatic fire, the control wheel is locked

agaiinst rotating and the operating rod spring is compressed an additional 0.4 inch.

In this manner the bolt recoil distance is shorter and the rate of fire higher.
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The control wheel soon became loose because of its poor bearing structure,

the cam control spring became displaced and the wheel stuck allowing the gun to

fire automatically without control. After replacement of the wheel and provi6ing

more positive bearing support he operation of the three-round control system was

much impr3ved., but did not elimi-nate the hazard of firinga one or two ronnds upon

charging when not properly indexed.

Failures to Fire. Misfired rounds on the first round of a burst or sincle

shot are caused by a series of events which contribute to the low energy dci "ered

to the prime, by the firing pin. The firing pin spring is composed of the driving

spring which rests on an extension of the firing pin and the booster spring which

is contaiaed in the bolt body. When released the firing pin starts forward

partially unloading tte i, :.ial force of the driving spring and since the booster

syrl.n6 id stronger than the driving spring and bears against both the firing pin

and against the barrel-recelver through the bolt lock, the booster spring drives

the receiver-barrel-bolt assembly rearward as shown in either Figure 34 or 35.

The energy of the firing pin was calculated by the tangent method from the

velocity of both the firing pin and barrel-receiver at the point :0' primer impact.

The energy delivered to the primer obtained in this method varies from 35 to 60

inch-ounces. Both fired and misfired primers have been observed within this

range of energy. It has been established at other agencies that the energy for

100% firing is 48 inch-ounces.

Several instances of very light struck primers occurred later than the first

round. In this instance the firing pin stopped forward of the front sear position

and met the barrel-receiver as it drifted rearward. The ensuing impact on the

primer was ;ery light. Normally the energy for primer igrition when firing from

the rear sear, or in rounds other than the firEt, is more than twice that required

for 100% firing. Misfirod rounds have accounted for approximately 30% of the

total malfunctions, second only to the feeding malfunctiors.

Following the first phase of the evaluation, the three guns were returned to

the factory for parts replacement and general inspection. While there, a clearance

was ground on the stock immediately below the breech at the 6 O'clock position to

eliminate the stubbing of rounds. The firing pin booster springs and extractor

springs were replaced, the control wheel revised and all parts smoothed up and
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thoroughly inspected. One gun, No. 3, was returned to the Ballistics Research

Laboratories. This gun was again fired for bolt and barrel-receiver motionr and

f ired. from p.n.....• ... and from the shoiulder to determine the advantage of the

floating-barrel principle. The malfunctions per round during these firings of

gun No.3, dropped from approximately 33% previous to revision to approximately

12% after revision. A typical displacement-time record was differentiated to

obtain the velocities and accelerations occurring during the operating rod cycle.

A plot of the results so obtained are shown in Figure 36.

The velocities is indicated in Figare 36 are substentially the same as thcse

for the same round calculated by the tangent method. However the accelerations

hýither are almost totally missing or are rela+ively below thuse calculated by

other methods. For example, the acceleration tt impaAt of the operating rod in

tq.Ltery is practi....lly ua-existant. The lack of acceleration at rapid changes

in velocity from negative to positive direction are the result of the differentia-

tion formula which is better adapted for more gradual changes in velocity with

respect to time.

By using the tangent method and estimating the time between the points of

tangency, the accelerations and acceleration forces are estimated as follows;

Acceleration Force

ft/sec2  lbs

Impact of Bolt on Breech 36.3 x 103 550

Unlocking Acceleration 21.0 x 103

The force exerted on the bo.'.t components when ricked up and accelerated

rearward by the operating rod is difficult to estimate since the frictional force

between the cartridge case and chauber is nost difficult to estimate. However,

since the canrming of, bolt is almost inctantaneous, the acceleration should be quite

large. The life nf the extractor which must bear the acceleretion fore.. 's

dependent to a large degree on the force required to extract the fired case in an

extremely short time.
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The momentum (FT = MV) transmitted from the stock to the shoilder in a large

measure determines the rise of the muzzle and consequent dispersion of the weapon.

The total momentum, minus that produced by the effects of bore friction, the

effects at the muzzle and the frictiu in the mechanism, is transmitted to the

saoulder by the driving spring in parallel with the operating rod spring after

the control wheel is contacted and through friction of the barrel slides and the

ratchet friction element between the barrel and forward section of the stock.

The advaintage of a floating barrel consists of having the mo;nentum developed duriag

the period the bolt ..s locked, not delivered directly to the stock but, delivered

through the recoil springs to the stock along with the remainder of the momentum

developed. This delays the attainment of the usual levels of velocity of the stock

and thus results in less displp• --'nt in a given period of time. However, if upon

•Lu retu-n-tG-oatbery of the bolt, the barrel is not attached to the stock, the

full advantage of the forward i:,&ct is lost. This forward impact imparts a

quantity of forward momentum equal to about half of that imparted through the

recoil spring to the stock by the bolt. The displacement reached by the stocK,

at the time the next projectile leaves the muzzle, could be as great as that of a

weapon with a fixed barrel.
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As a check on the advantage of the floating barrel, the Winchester weapon

was suspended by parallel pairs o" strings as shown in Figure 37. It was fired

with the barrel floating and with the barrel locked to the stock.

Figure 37. (UNCLASSIFIED) Weapon Suspended by Strings for Free Recoil Study

A drum camera was focused on reflectors mounted onL the operating rod handle

and on the stock so that displacement-time records could be obtained of the

cycling of the mechanism and the displacement of the stock in three-round bursts.

A solenoid was attached to the butt s5A that the trigger could be pulled without

impartir.G a net momentum to the system and a weight of six pounds was attached to

the fore-PTir *o rough.ly represent the mass of the man ir such syL as. To lock

the barrel to the stock, Lishings were put on the barrel between the muzzle device,

front barrel slide and the gas port assembly. These bushings held the barrel 0.4

inch rearward of the normal position to make feeding of rc rids pcesible. Three

three-round bursts were fired for each of the two conditions. Displacement-

time records from the two conditions are superimposed in Figure 38.
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To corroborate these results, and to remove eay doubt concerning the .ealiL:-
of the test conditions,the weap• was hand held and fired in the standing

position with an&, without the barrel locked. Two stances were used, the standard

off-hand (le ;e) and the combat (tight). The firer was a match competitor chosen

for his ability to reproduce his stance and thereby his burst target patterns.

Three or more bursts of three rounds were fired foz each of the four condittonI.

The average oý the results of the loose shooLing is shown in Figure 39 and of the
tight shooting in Figure 40.
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In both the loose and tight stances there is no significient difference

between having the Winchester barrel locked or floatlug.

Resume

Tli Winchester SPIW system has a conventional appearance with drop stock and

low sights for easy aiming, but is muzzle heavy because the area round launcher

is lccated near tht muzzle. The floating barrel principle offers no advantage

over the same weapon having a fixed barrel with a muzzle brakc flash hider

attach)-tent. Becausm of its floating barrel cla.ýacteriatlcz, an inordinate

number of failures to feed, failures to eject and failures to fire first rounds

have been obtained. The plastic drummagazine contains exces3iie friction and low

foreeb for positioning rounds. e'.L 21 which contribute to the many feeding failures.

Tbe thre,-rouu• control system is relatively simple but in its simplicity is unsafe

unless unusual precautions are oDberved. An over all assessment of the weapon

indicates that a major redesign is required to obtain positive functioning and to

meet the requirements imposed by the SPIW program.

As a result of the evaluation of the Winchester rifle two alternatives are

offered. These alternatives are either (1) abandon the Winchester system, or (2) allow

amajor redesign.If a major redesig" is allowable, the following is suggested:

1. Abandon the floating barrel-receiver desiga and attach the mechanism

rigidly to the stock and incorporate a muzzle brake-flash hider-compensator
attachment.

This design will then be similiar in most respects to other weapons considered

in the SPIW program.
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2. Design a simple well-tuned soft recoil mechanism containing a magazine

fixed wiihi respect to the mechanism and a spring-friction recoil system between

the mechanism and stock. The recoil system should be so tuned that the forward

momentum of the mechanismafter the first round, will partially counteract the

rearward momentum produced by firing tV a second or any succeeding round.

Although this will involve a movable feed mechanism and muzzle attachments, it

is a good way ia which the transfer of momentum from the rifle to the shoulder

may be reduced. Together with the soft recoil system the meuhanism must be

reoesigned to eliminate all objecticnal features of the present design, i.e.,

to obtain nositive feeding and ejection, controlled three-round bursts with

automatic re-indexing and sufficient firing pin energy for positive primer

ignition.
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APPENDIX

(CONFIDENTIA.L) TABLES P MESUEMNS Mu

Table XI - Components of Impulse

Listed are values of the components of impulse along the bore line (recoil)

and perpendicular to the bore line at the muzzle device, both downward and left-

ward. Also included is the standard deviation (a) for each measurement and the

number (n) of iounds fired in the ballistic pendulum to obtain it.

Table XII - Rates f Fire

Listed is the average rate of fire for eazh of the prototype weapons in full

automatic fire (FA) and controlled bursts of three rounds i3BB). Included are the

ru'ruber (n) of determinations av' the staadard deviaLion (a).

Tables Xlii through_ XVII - Physical Measurements

Listed for each of the weapons are the weights, linear measurements sad moments

of inertia of various combinations of components. These are designated as follows:

R rifle w/magazine, w/o fore-grip if replaced by launcher

r round of appropriate a&munition

A rea round

Rcg radial distance frcm center of butt plate to center of gravity

Ycg distance from center line of bore to center of gravity

Teg moment of inertia about a horizontal axili through the center of
gravity and perpendicular to the center line cf the bore

Ibp moment of inertia about a horizontal axis through the center of
the butt plate and perpendicular to the center line of the bore

DNA does not apply

IDC muzzle-brake and compensator

Launcher includes launcher magazine and sights.
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~~~~Q .. .. . . . p e,,, • (U )

lM.a•(b - se,)

We ap:o_...•n Amunition Condition ReolnN
MI4 CC 007 Normal iO 2.632.DA

""M1 wcc~ 6007 o.0.02

WCC 6007 Normal 1.62 DNA

M16 RA 5r°-7 18 N~r 64 i0 1.200-DN
S= 0.015

Normal
27 M- r 64 !.0 2.47 DNA

w-6mBc PA 5027 p10 0.959 0.0l0O DN

a = 0.008 = 0.003

AI AAI- 6 50-15 Normal 8 O.0426 0.078
0 E 0.0148 a - 0.003

AI10 o.448 o.o80
wcc 6002 Normal 1°o.06 o 0.00210 = 0.459 

0,=0.02

AAI- 6 50-1 4  rB rotated 10 . .459 a 0.0

90.006 0=0.
0 0 2

10 o.410 0.049 -

wcc6028 a0.005 o=0.002

NBC rotated 10 0.41I 1 0.005

90 0.006 o= .002

Ril 1 .466 MkA DliA

WIN WCC 6028 Rifle 10 o 0.004

Rifle w/ 10 o.464 0.022 DNA

launcher 
9 

- 0.004 a - 0.004

10 2.830 DNA DNA
Area round =0.028

SMj single shot
launcher
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TABLE XII

(CONFIDENTIL) RATES OF FIRE (U)

Weapon Weapon Rate of fire (spm')

Zystem number 3RB _a n a

AM 2 2184 238 4 7OO 6 28

3 2360 6T 4 690 13 -7

4 1869 14o 6 713 57 ±5

SPR 11 1621 30 6 1597 32 23

1-4 1663 78 8 1694 51 10

15 1709 44 10 1741 53 21

17 1684 82 8 1618 42 20

19 1632 30 4 1617 30 27

WIN 1 647 10 6 709 19 9

3 637 - 2 769 33 22

9 626 8 6 707 25 10
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TABlE XIII

(UNCUSSIFIED) PHYSICAL MEASURMIES
S. . . L.,42.750

WIR

R + Or 9 78

H 4 
20r 1C032

Regh (in.)

R19.56

R + lOr 19. 7

R + 20r 19.32

yR(in.)

B 1.o67

R + fOr 1.125

R + 20r 1.250

Icg(lb-ft-sec 
)

B 0.220

R + lOr 0.221

R + 20r 0.222

L (lb-ft-sec 2)

R 0.982

R + lUr 1.02-,

R + 20r 1.354
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TABLE XIV

(UNCIASSi&ED) PHYSICAL MEASUROEM

h a 1.167"

Weight. (-,s.) _16 M6 "a__c

R 6.46 6.60

R + lOr 6.71 6.85
R .- 2Cr 6.96 7.10

R (in.)

R 17.66 18.12

R + lOr 17.56 17.99

R + 20r 17.50 17.92

Yc (in .)

R 0. 43 0.42

R + lOr 0.48 0.48

R + 20r 0.56 0.57

T (lb-ft-sec
2 )

R 0.122 0.136

R + lOr 0.123 0.137

R + 20r 0.123 0.138

Ibp(ib-ft-sec2)

R 0.556 o.6o3

R + lOr 0.569 0.615

R + 20r 0.583 0.630
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TABLE XV

(CONFIDE0 TAL) PHYSICOa WWURVE (U)

l3

Weig! (lbs.) Foregrip Laimcher

0.58 + 0.06 5.11 t 0.03

R 6.43 t 0.06 10.97 t 0.04

R -- Qr 6.85 t 0.06 11.39 t 0.04

R + 6 0r 7.27 t 0.06 11.81 t 0.04

R + 60r + > DNA 13.28 t 0.04

R (in.)

B 17.91 t 0.08 22.61 t 0.02

R + 30r 17.91 ± 0.08 22.43 ± 0.02

R + 6 Or 17.91 t 0.08 22.30 t 0.03

R + 60r + 3A DNA 22.78 t 0.o6

R 0.82 t 0.04 1.10 ± 0.02

R + 30r 0.89 t 0.04 1.13 ± 0.02

R + 6 Or 0.95 ± 0.04 1.17 ± 0.02

R + 60r + 3A DNA 1.22 t 0.02

I cg(b-ft-sec2 )

R 0.1-13 t 0.001 0.215 ± 0.001
R + 30r 0.113 - 0.001 0.216 + 0.001

R + 60r 0.114 0.001 .ol- 0.001

R + 60r + 5A DNA 0.229 0.001
Ibp(Zb-ft-sec2)

B0.558 t 0.014 1.425 t 0.004

R + 30r 0.587 t 0.009 1.454 t 0.004

R + 6 0r 0.617 t 0.010 1.484 t 0.002J

R + 6Or + 3kA 1.714 t 0.013
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TABLE XVI

(UNCLASSIFIED) PHYSICAL MEASUR!MOM

I-rL Lu39.75

Weight (1b..) FOREGRIP LMNNER

0.4 5.3

R 15.0 19.9

R + 30r

R + 60r 3A DNA 22.0

Hc (in.)

R

R + 30r

R-+ 60r

R + 60r + 3A DNA 21.5

ycg (in.)

R

R + 30r

R + 60r

'.+ 60r + 3A DNA 1.5

I (lb-ft-sec2

R + 30r

R + 60r

R + 60r + 3A DNA 0.3x

lb (lb-ft-sec 2)

R

R + 30r

iR + 6or

R + 6o, + 3A DNA 92 2.52

I ......... ....... ... ........ .... . ......... . . .. ............ ....................... .... ............ . ........... ..............



CONFIDENTIAL
TABIE XVII

( T, r W 'w T AV A L) P H YS I C A M m ( U )

MAGMESIU SINGIE S3Xe

W'IGE (E r) FOREGRI__M mm -M
o.5. o o.o3 0.1 4.L6 1.91

7 7-71 0.03 -1.83 9.28

R + 30r 8.1r , 0.05 12.22 9.67

R + 60r 8.49 0.03 12.61 10.06

R +60r + 3A DNA 14.o8 10.55

R (in.)ig _ 14.42

R 15356 - 0.05 16.73

R + 30r 12,88 -+ 0.05 16.40 14.06

R + 60r 12.53 t 0.05 16.01 13.67

R + 60r + 3A DNA 17.17 "

y (in.)
B 0.26 - 0.02 0.75 0.50
R - 3or o.40 -+ 0.01 0.80 0.60
R + 60r 0.51 o O.01 0.85 0.70

R-60r +3A DNA "

I (iLb-ft-sec 2)

B 0.137 + 0.o02 0.215 0.153

t, :,Or o.l144 - 0.003 0.219 0. 16

R + 60r 0.150 + 0.001 0.233 o.169

R + 6 0j + 3A DNA 0.255 -

b 0.433 - 0.005 0.928 0.568

R + 30r 0.433 - 0.003 0.927 0.571

R + 6Or o.437 + 0.00o4 0.929 0.574

R + 6Or + 3A DNA 1.151 -
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TABLE XVXIII

(COqFIDOLTL) PSYICAL MEASLME11]S MU

WEIGHT jIMSJ V0BRIP T~lr

+..

oU-5 - 0.01 3.22 - 0.0o

7.18 - 0.03 10.25 - 0.0o

R + 30r 7.57 ± 0.03 10. 64 - 0.05

S+ 6o- 7.96 ± 0.03 n.O0 + 0.05

R + 60r+3A DNA .12.50 0.03

Beg (in.)

1 8.36 -+ o.o5 22.31 - 0.03

R + 30r 18.-2 0.05 22.06 -. o4

it + 60r 18.05 - 0.05 21.81 - 0.03

R + 6or + DNA 22.95 0.05

y, (in:)

R 0.32 - 0.02 0.67 0 0.03

R + 30 oo.6 .+o.o) 0.76- 0.02

R + 6 0.57- o.o2 0.82 0.03

R + 60r + 3 m 0.88 0.02

le .b-ft- eeg)
IR ± 0.152 0.001 0.0109 0.001

4 • .z• ~o .4 .oo

R 3 0 0.153 - 0.001 0.254 - 0.001
60. "15) 0.001025 0

R + 60?4 mE 0.286-0.002

R 0.674 0.001 1.50 ±-0. 00.

B + 30r 0.694 0.00, 1.371 - 0.005

S+ 6cr 0.713 0.003 1.390 - 0.00oo

R + A + 3 MA 1.705 -o.o7
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